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Additional parts available for 
your vehicle: 

Parts list continued:
You must identify which style strut rod your 
car is equipped with.
Rear strut rod bushing set: 3-7107
- If the strut eye's are the same size on each end, 
use the following parts listed below. Fit's GM 
P/N14048947(LH) and GM P/N14048948(RH)
8 - 7024 bushing (reuse cap washer on camber adjuster)  
2 - 15.10.53.39(.875"O.D. x .625"I.D. x 1.675"sleeve)(hub)

2 - 15.10.116.39(7/8"O.D. x 3/4"I.D. x 1.675" sleeve)(inner)

Or rear strut rod bushing set: 3-7108 
- If the strut eye's are different on each end, use the 
following parts listed below. Fit's GM 
P/N10098131(LH) and GM P/N10098132(RH)
4 - 7024 bushing (hub end) 
2 - 15.10.53.39(.875"O.D. x .625"I.D. x 1.675" sleeve)(hub)

4 - 7045 bushing (differential end)reuse inner metal sleeve  

Use 17039 installation instructions

1 - 17047 installation instructions
1 - 17039 installation instructions

Front swaybar bushing and endlink set:
                             Bar dia.                set #
1988-95 Corvette   22mm                3-5140
                               24mm                3-5141
                               26mm                3-5154
                               30mm                3-5142

1984-87 Corvette   22mm                3-5137
                               24mm                3-5138
                               26mm                3-5139
                               30mm                3-5155

Rear swaybar bushing and endlink set:
                              Bar dia.                set #
1984-95 Corvette    19mm               3-5149
                                 22mm              3-5150
                                 24mm              3-5151
                                 26mm              3-5152

Please refer to our newest catalog for 
more information on custom applications 
including bump stops, shock bushings, 
universal mounts, tie rod boots, ball joint 
boots, transmission mounts, etc. please ask 
to see catalog at your place of purchase.

Parts list:

Energy Suspension recommends that you read 
over all the installation instructions and parts 
list before you start.

Rack and pinion bushing set: 3-10101
1 - 10012 bushing
2 - 10013 bushing
1 - 15.10.154.39 (.625"O.D. x .437"I.D. x 2.450" sleeve)

Differential carrier mount set: 3-1103
Must remove factory shell
4 - 1003 bushing
2 - 15.10.117.39 (.750"O.D. x .500"I.D. x 2.562" sleeve)

Front control arm bushing set: 3-3142
2 - 3133 upper control arm bushing front position
2 - 15.10.129.39 (1"O.D. x .790"I.D. x 1.937" sleeve)
4 - 3131 upper control arm bushing rear position
2 - 15.10.129.39 (1"O.D. x .790"I.D. x 1.937" sleeve)
8 - 3130 lower control arm bushing
4 - 15.10.126.39 (.750"O.D. x .480"I.D. x 2.125" sleeve)
1 - 17052 installation instructions

Rear control arm bushing set: 3-3145
8 - 3120 control arm bushing upper & lower chassis end.
4 - 15.10.86.39 (.750”O.D. x .500”I.D. x 1.700” sleeve)
8 - 3121 control arm bushing upper & lower rear hub end
4 - 15.10.53.39 (.875”O.D. x .625”I.D. x 1.675” sleeve)
Use 17019 installation instructions

Rear spring cushion set: 3-2123
4 - 4086
4 - 15.03.21.39 (1.750” O.D. X .625” I.D. washer)

Tie-rod dust boot set: 9-13101
2 - 13001 tie-rod dust boot

Rear toe adjustment rod dust boot set: 9-13101 
2 - 13001 tie-rod dust boot

Grease: 
2 - 9.11101 grease tub

Balljoint boot set: 9-13127
2 - 13010 upper balljoint boots
2 - 13014 lower balljoint boots

1 - 17019 installation instructions
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